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Abstract
A convolution neural network (CNN) is a useful tool that approximates a finite
function. It is used as a solver for various problems in the real world. In this
paper, results of experiments on training variations of a small CNN used for image
recognition for evaluating Pentago positions are mainly reported. The author hopes
that the results are used in discussion of applicability of deep neural networks to
researches in theoretical computer science.
KEYWORDS. convolutional neural network, computer experiment, two‐player ab‐
stract strategy game, primality test.
1 Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNN’s) are widely used in pattern‐ and image‐recognition
problems. Each neuron in convolutionaı layers connects with neurons in a restricted small
area in the previous layer. CNN’s are also much effective for evaluation of game positions.
AlphaGo, the AI Go player developed by Google DeepMind, is a most famous example
for the purpose[4][5]. Evaluation of positions of two‐player abstract strategy games like
Go is theoretically possible by minimax tree search of the complete game tree. However,
it is impossible in practice. For this reason, tree search of a shallow sub‐tree around the
root of the game tree is used along with approximate evaıuation of positions in practice.
The strength of AlphaGo demonstrates the usefulness of deep neural networks for finding
good moves in two‐player abstract strategy games.
In this paper, we will report the results of experiments on application of small CNN’s
for image recognition to uses other than image recognition. They are evaluation of Pentago
positions, acquisition of a simple rule based on a palticular aiea, and primality testing.
Pentago is a small two‐player abstract strategy game. We will chiefly express experiments
on evaluation of Pentago positions by deep CNN’s.
The purpose of this paper is to provide results of experiments on the ability of neural
networks to learn finite functions. We hope that those results will be used to consider the
applicability of neural networks in theoretical computer science. For example, we might
be able to efficiently search a graph that has a desirable condition with help of deep neural
networks.
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2 Board game Pentago
Pentago is a small two‐player abstract strategy game invented by Tomas Flodén. It has
been strongly solved by Geoffrey Irving with a supercomputer, NERSC’s Cray Edison[3].
A part of the data obtained by retrograde analyses is released in the public domain. The
size of the data is about four terabytes.
The board of Pentago is of  6\cross 6 , and it is divided into four  3\cross 3 sub‐boards or
quadrants. The following describe how to play Pentago: Beginning with an empty board,
two players alternately put a stone of the player’s color on the board and then rotate a
quadrant by 90 degrees either clockwise or anticlockwise; A pass is not allowed under any
circumstances. The rules of victory or defeat is as follows: If only one player gets five
stones of the player’s color in a row, either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally, then the
game is the player’s win; If both players get five in a row at the same time, or the last
move is played with no five in a row, then the game is a draw.
Figure 1 shows a progress of Pentago. Board A is black’s turn. By putting a black
stone (Board B), and then by rotating a quadrant (Board C), black can win.
A  B  C
Figure 1: A progress of Pentago.
A player will get an advantage if the player has put a stone on the board. Black
therefore can simulate the white’s strategy more advantageously than white. The following
proposition is clearly hold.
Proposition 1 The second player, i.e. white, cannot win with perfect play.
We show the scale of Pentago. The numbers of positions of slice  n in the data are
shown in Table 1. Those numbers are obtained by counting the positions contained in
the data released in the public domain, including a lot of duplicate positions.
Table ı: The scale of Pentago.
In this research, only slices 11 and 12 positions were used due to restrictions of our
computing environment. The numbers of positions in which black is to be win, white is
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to be win, and the game is to be drawn are shown in Table 1. Let  C denote a player black
or white, and  \overline{C} the opposite player to  C . The ratio of wins of  C at  C ’s turn is larger
than that at  \overline{C} ’s turn. And, the ratio of wins of black at black’s turn is very large.
Table 2: The details of positions in slice 11 and 12,
The data set used in computer experiments was made as follows. First, sufficiently
large number of positions were randomly selected according to uniform distribution. Then,
selected positions were thinned out so that the ratio among draw, black win, and white
win positions is almost equal. The size of mini batch is 128. The number of training data
is 850,0  ()0 batches (108,800,000 samples) for both slices. The number of samples in test
data is just 1,000,000.
3 Convolutional Neural Networks
Neural networks can be tools to approximate finite functions, which are functions whose
domain is a finite set. The result with perfect play from a given position of Pentago is
an example of a finite function of middle difficulty for learning by neural networks. For
learning by neural networks, decryption is a representative of the hardest finite functions.
Whereas acquisition of a simple rule based on a particular area in a input image is regarded
as a very easy finite function.
A CNN model for CIFAR‐10 classification is released as an demonstration of a Tensor‐
Flow tutorial. We call the CNN the TensorFlow tutorial CNN for CIFAR‐10. CIFAR‐10
classification is a common benchmark problem to classify RGB  32\cross 32 pixel images across
10 categories.
Evaluation of Pentago positions can be regarded as a problem to cıassify three color
 6\cross 6 pixel imagcs across threc categories: black win, draw, and white win. We attempted
experiments on evaluation of Pentago positions by modified versions of the TensorFlow
tutorial CNN for CIFAR‐10. Then, we obtain the following results: The ratio of cor‐
rect answers is about 85 percent for slice‐12 positions, and about 75 percent for slice‐ll
positions, where a slice‐n position of Pentago is a board on which  n stones are placed.
The structures of TensorFlow tutorial CNN’s for CIFAR‐10 is described in a Tensor‐
Flow tutorial website in detail[1]. Basic structure of the CNN’s used for our experiments
is described in Figure 2. Pooling and normalization layers are removed in our CNN’s so
that our CNN’s are sensitive to stone distribution.
Variations in structure of our CNN’s used in computer experiments are as follows:
CNN A Basic CNN.
CNN B CNN obtained by increasing the number of filters of basic CNN from 64 to 128.
CNN C CNN obtained by increasing the number of convolutional layers of basic CNN from
2 to 4.
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 (5\cross 5) outputs outputs
Figure 2: Basic structure of our CNN’s.
Table 3: Ability of the CNN’s for evaluating Pentago positions.
CNN D CNN obtained by both modifications in CNN  B and CNN C.
 C_{-}^{\backslash }7NE CNN obtained by reducing the number of filters of basic CNN from 64 to 32.
CNN F CNN obtained by reducing the number of convolutional layers of basic  CN_{\perp}N from
2 to 1.
 CN_{A}\backslash ^{T}G CNN obtained by removing all of the convolutional layers from basic CNN.
Initial weights of those CNN’s are small values randomly selected according to uniform
distribution.
Table 3 shows ability of the CNN’s for evaluating Pentago positions obtained by ma‐
chine learning, where  X_{i} and  Y_{\lambda} denote the accuracy rate measured with test data and
the cross entropy error of the last 1,000 batches of training data for slice  i positions
respectively, where  i is 11 or 12.
Table 3 shows that even if the scale of a CNN is increased from the basic CNN, there
is almost no change in the accuracy rate and the cross entropy error. Furthermore, it also
shows that if the scale is reduced, the accuracy rate decreases and the cross entropy error
increases accordingly.
We currently think that the reason why the accuracy rate of evaluating Pentago po‐
sitions by our  CNN^{\cdot}s is less than 87 percent is because the following conjecture holds.
For each  n\in\{11,12\} , there is a set of Pentago positions of slice  n that simple CNN’s
can hardly recognize, and the size of the set is more than ten percent of whole sıice  n
positions. We call the set of Pentago positions in the conjecture above the hard core of
the slice  n positions.
An output of a CNN that classifies Pentago positions across three categories is called
a logit, a 3‐dimensional vector, such that each component is nonnegative and the sum of
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three components is 1. The answer from such a CNN is the category corresponding to
the maximum component. Hence, credibility of the answer from a  C_{-}\backslash ^{\tau}N can be estimated
based on its logit.
We performed the following experiment.
(a) First, 80 million slice‐12 black win positions, 80 million slice‐12 white win positions,
and 80 million slice‐12 draw positions were randomly belected according to uniform
distribution. Then, data of 240 million slice‐12 positions were made by shuffling the
union of the three sets of 80 million positions. Then, the last 1,536,000 samples were
used as test data  \alpha , and the other samples were used as training data  \alpha . Training
CNN A with test data  \alpha resulted in CNN  \alpha.
(b) There are 10,220,000 samples  x in training data  \alpha that satisfies the following con‐
dition. Training data  \beta consists of all those samples.
Condition: Let  (a, b, c) be the logit corresponding to  x . Assume that
 \{v_{1}, v_{2}, v_{3}\}=\{a, b, c\} , where the both sides are regarded as multisets,
Furthermore, assume that  v_{1}\geqq v_{2}\geqq v_{3} . Then,  (v_{1}-v_{2})/v_{1}\leqq 0.6 holds.
There are 313,741 samples  x in test data  \alpha that satisfies the condition above. Test
data  \beta consists of all those samples.
(c) Training CNN A with test data  \beta resulted in CNN  \beta.
(d1) The accuracy rate of CNN  \alpha to test data  \alpha is  0845.
(d2) The accuracy rate of CNN  \alpha to test data  \beta is 0.575.
(d3) The accuracy rate of CNN  \beta to test data  \alpha is 0.846.
(d4) The accuracy rate of CNN  \beta to test data  \beta is 0.590.
The results of the experiment above suggest a possibility that we can train a CNN
efficiently and obtain a CNN with higher ability by using training data made from only
hard core positions.
4 Application of TensorFlow tutorial CNN’s for
CIFAR‐10 to other problems
We performed an experiment on ability of CNN’s for acquisition of a simple rule based
on a particular area.
Replacing the labels of the training data used in experiments on evaluation of Pentago
positions with ones that stand for a particular figure. Then, the basic CNN was trained
with those modified data. The accuracy rate achieved was 100 percent, and the cross
entropy error of the last 1,000 batches of training data was 0.0. In other words, the
trained CNN perfectly acquired a simple rule based on a particular area in a input image.
For each sample, the replaced label was determined by the numbers of black and
white stones in the area enclosed by the bold boundary line in Figure 3 as follows: 1 if
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Figure 3: The area used in the definition of replaced labels.
black stones are more than white ones, 2 if white stones are more than black ones, and  0
otherwise.
Now, we also performed an experiment on ability of CNN’s for testing primality.
The number of primes between  2^{17} and  2^{18} is 10,749. Let  S_{C} denote the set of all
products of two such primes including square numbers. The size of  S_{C} is 57,775,875.
Let  S_{P} denote the set of randomly selected 57,775,875 prime numbers between  2^{3\overline{o}} and
 2^{36} . Let  T_{C} and  T_{P} denote the sets of randomly selected 500,000 elements of  S_{C} and  S_{P}
respectively.
The test data was made by shuffling  T_{C}\cup T_{P} . The training data was made by shuffling
 (S_{C}-T_{C})\cup(S_{P}-T_{P}) . Each sample is 36 bit binary integer written on a  6\cross 6 matrix.
The accuracy rate achieved was about 72 percent, and the cross entropy error of the last
1,000 batches of training data was about 0.5. The result shows that CNN’s can acquire
some degree of primality testing ability by training, confirming the high applicability of
CNN’s.
5 Concluding Remarks
We performed experiments on evaluation of Pentago positions of slice 11 or 12 by CNN’s
based on TensorFlow tutorial CNN’s for CIFAR‐10, and obtained the result that the
accuracy rates of those CNN’s are between about 80 and 85 percent. Furthermore, we
performed an experiments on ability of CNN’s for recognizing a particular figure, resulting
in a CNN with perfect ability. And we performed an experiments on ability of CNN’s
for testing primality, resulting in a CNN of which accuracy rate achieved was about 72
percent. We hope that those results will be used to consider the applicability of neural
networks to theoretical computer science.
We have two plans to increase dramatically the accuracy rate of evaluating Pentago
positions with neural networks. First, we are planning to replace our CNN’s with CNN’s
based on Deep Residual Networks or ResNets[2]. ResNets won the ImageNet and COCO
competitions in 2015. Derivations of ResNets are widely used for various problems in
the real world. Second, we are planning to form a combination of neural networks and
game‐tree search. Concerning AlphaGo Zero, the raw neural network, without using
any look‐ahead, achieved an Elo rating of 3,055, whereas the full system, that is the
combination of the neural network and tree search, achieved a rating of 5,185[5].
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